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	Signals and Boundaries: Building Blocks for Complex Adaptive Systems, 9780262017831 (0262017830), MIT Press, 2012

	Complex adaptive systems (cas), including ecosystems, governments, biological cells, and markets, are characterized by intricate hierarchical arrangements of boundaries and signals. In ecosystems, for example, niches act as semi-permeable boundaries, and smells and visual patterns serve as signals; governments have departmental hierarchies with memoranda acting as signals; and so it is with other cas. Despite a wealth of data and descriptions concerning different cas, there remain many unanswered questions about "steering" these systems. In Signals and Boundaries, John Holland argues that understanding the origin of the intricate signal/border hierarchies of these systems is the key to answering such questions. He develops an overarching framework for comparing and steering cas through the mechanisms that generate their signal/boundary hierarchies.


	Holland lays out a path for developing the framework that emphasizes agents, niches, theory, and mathematical models. He discusses, among other topics, theory construction; signal-processing agents; networks as representations of signal/boundary interaction; adaptation; recombination and reproduction; the use of tagged urn models (adapted from elementary probability theory) to represent boundary hierarchies; finitely generated systems as a way to tie the models examined into a single framework; the framework itself, illustrated by a simple finitely generated version of the development of a multi-celled organism; and Markov processes.
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Ubiquitous Computing: Smart Devices, Environments and InteractionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
This book is primarily aimed at computer scientists and technologists in education and industry to enable them to keep abreast of the latest developments, across a diverse field of computing, all in one text. Its aim is to also to promote a much more cross disciplinary exchange of ideas within the sub fields of computing and between computer...

		

John Cleland's Fanny Hill: Memoirs of a woman of pleasureMayflower, 1970
I sit down to give you an undeniable proof of my considering your desires as indispensable orders. Ungracious then as the task may be, I shall recall to view those scandalous stages of my life, out of which I emerg'd, at length, to the enjoyment of every blessing in the power of love, health, and fortune to bestow; whilst yet in the flower of...

		

Learning Data Mining with PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Python to analyze data and create insightful predictive models


	About This Book

	
		Learn data mining in practical terms, using a wide variety of libraries and techniques
	
		Learn how to find, manipulate, and analyze data using Python
	
		Step-by-step instructions...






	

Encyclopedia of the Persian Gulf WarABC Clio, 1995
Because the 1991 War for Kuwait (erroneously dubbed the Gulf War) ended too quickly, it will probably never receive the scholarly attention that other conflicts garner. The politics of the Gulf is too complex, perhaps even too foreign, for most observers, and the reasons for our intervention too pragmatic to deserve the kind of attention that...

		

ASP.NET EvolutionSams Publishing, 2004
Have you ever found that you get to the end of a programming book and
think, “Great, now I know the syntax, but where do I actually start with
building something for real?” Have you ever tried to apply a technique
from a book and quickly discovered that things are far more complicated
when you are actually...

		

Ship it! A Practical Guide to Successful Software ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2005
Ship It! is a collection of tips that show the tools and    techniques a successful project team has to use, and how to use them    well. You'll get quick, easy-to-follow advice on modern    practices: which to use, and when they should be applied.  This book    avoids current fashion trends and marketing hype; instead, readers    find...
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